
Sports & Culture



Our community consists of passionate sports fans who come together at the crossroads of music, 

entertainment, food, technology, and more! We provide up-to-date news, valuable insights, reactions, and 

original content to our fans, who can connect with like-minded individuals united by their love of sports. 

With ClutchPoints, you can always feel like you're on your home court!

FOR FANS
BY FANS



27m

SOCIAL FOLLOWERS
40M

LIFETIME VIDEO VIEWS
4.7B

MOBILE APP SUBS
400K

YOUTUBE SUBS
1M

OUR NUMBERS

MONTHLY uniques

15m
MONTHLY uniques



AUDIENCE 
BREAKDOWN
Our fanbase is mostly Gen-Z and Millennial 

males, college educated, sport fanatics, who 

are into gaming, pop-culture, and lifestyle 

trends.

Ethnicity Index

Household IncomeGender

Age Index

AA
Hispanic

Other

67%

8%

25%

16-24
25-34
35-44

28%

42%

22%

45+ 8%

GENDER

Female
27%

Male
73%

HHI
$100K+

80%

$75K+
20%



WHO WE SPEAK TO

We take great pride in offering a 
comprehensive fan page for 
each team in the league. 

Our passionate fans look to us 
as the ultimate authority on the 
latest news, trades, rumors, 
game highlights, and final 
scores.  

We are committed to providing 
them with the most in-depth 
and engaging coverage 
available, so they can stay 
informed and connected to their 
favorite teams like never before. 

GAMING 
ENTHUSIASTS

SNEAKER 
HEADS

FITNESS & 
LIFESTYLE

ENTERTAINMENT 
JUNKIES

YOUNG 
ENTREPRENEURS

Our fans are looking for the 
latest gaming news and trends 
that exhibit strong buying 
power through digital 
subscriptions for various 
entertainment services.

From the latest releases to 
what’s on our favorite players 
feet, our fan base is obsessed 
with every color way, every 
release, everything sneakers.

Our audience is passionate 
about being active.  

Everything from living a 
healthy lifestyle to reading 
about LeBron’s $1.5M yearly 
diet, they want to be informed.

Our fans are obsessed with 
pop culture. They devour the 
latest blockbusters and binge-
watch their favorite series on 
streaming platforms. They 
dissect every detail, from plot 
to cinematography. Pop 
culture isn’t just entertainment; 
it’s their passion

The business of sports is 
constantly on the mind of our 
fans.   

Who’s signing what deal’s?  
Who’s starting their own 
brands?  We want to know 
every move.

SPORTS FANS



AUDIENCE INSIGHTS

Visitors to ClutchPoints.com 
are 2.16x more likely to be in 
the Fashionistas segment than 
the average Internet user, 
making up over 33% of the 
monthly visits to ClutchPoints. 
Style is an essential part of 
these consumers' lives. They 
shop at high-end retailers and 
purchase the hottest 
designers, refusing to settle for 
anything less.

AUTO 
ENTHUSIASTS

HEALTHY  
AND FIT

HIGH  
SPENDERS

LEISURE 
TRAVELERS

TECHNOLOGY 
JOURNEYMEN

Visitors to ClutchPoints.com 
are 1.09x more likely to be in 
the Auto Enthusiasts segment 
than the average Internet user, 
driving over 20% of the 
monthly visitors for 
ClutchPoints. Our fans love 
anything with an engine. They 
take special care of their cars, 
watch NASCAR, and read the 
latest car & motorcycle 
magazines.

Visitors to ClutchPoints.com 
are 2.30x more likely to be in 
the Healthy and Fit segment 
than the average Internet user. 
40% of the monthly users to 
ClutchPoints fall within this 
segment. Whether through 
exercise or natural remedies, 
these consumers gravitate 
toward services, products, and 
activities promoting a healthy 
lifestyle.

Visitors to ClutchPoints.com 
are 1.57x more likely to be in 
the High Spenders segment 
than the average Internet user, 
making up over 25% of the 
monthly visitors to 
ClutchPoints. This group of 
consumers enjoys the good 
life. They purchase premium 
products and services across 
an array of categories.

Visitors to ClutchPoints.com 
are 2.07x more likely to be in 
the Leisure Travelers segment 
than the average Internet user, 
representing over 30% of the 
unique to ClutchPoints. 
Whether for business and/or 
leisure travel, these consumers 
are frequently on the road or in 
the air. Their purchases make 
their travels more comfortable.

Visitors to ClutchPoints.com 
are 3.18x more likely to be in 
the Technology Journeymen 
segment than the average 
Internet user. 53% of the 
monthly unique fall in this 
segment contains consumers 
likely to be Technology 
Journeymen who consider 
technology an important part 
of life and are skilled users of 
new technology.

FASHIONISTAS

ClutchPoints fans are…

Source: 



ClutchPoints has less than 

8% cross visitation with 

Barstool and Bleacher 

Report; meaning, every fan on 

the ClutchPoints platform is a 

new fan found. 

WHY CLUTCHPOINTS?

8%

92% new sports fans 
discovered

ClutchPoints covers sports 

with a content creators’ 

mindset that focuses on the 

sports moments that make a 

sports fan. 

1. AUTHENTIC & CREDIBLE

Source:

2. UNIQUE REACH
For over a decade, we have 

owned and operated properties 

dedicated to fandom, reaching 

a unique and diverse loyal 

fanbase. 

3. OWNED AND OPERATED 4. MINORITY OWNED
Of the top 10 digital sports 

publishers ClutchPoints is the 

only minority owned sports 

publishing platform. 

Source:



COMMITMENT TO HBCU
Our goal at ClutchPoints, as a minority-owned sports publisher, is to provide coverage on all underrepresented sports and 

athletes. In 2023, we acquired HBCU Pulse, taking our first step toward achieving this goal.  

Through this acquisition we launched our HBCU Content Creator Program, which offers HBCU students opportunities to 

earn income, gain real-world experience, and become eligible for a scholarship to further their studies. This program is just the 

beginning of our commitment to providing meaningful opportunities for collaboration.



1Mm

5Mm

SOCIAL FOLLOWERS
2.5MM

YOUTUBE SUBS
100k

HBCU PULSE NUMBERS
Ethnicity Index

Household IncomeGender

Age Index

AA
Hispanic

Other

91%

3%

6%

16-24
25-34
35-44

30%

40%

20%

45+ 10%

GENDER

Female
40%

Male
60%

HHI

$100K+
20%

$75K+
80%



COMMITMENT TO WOMEN AND SPORTS
At ClutchPoints, we believe that women in sports deserve equal recognition and respect as their male counterparts. We are 

dedicated to providing high-quality coverage of women's sports, from basketball to soccer, from tennis to golf. We aim to 

highlight the achievements, challenges and stories of female athletes, coaches and fans around the world. From the hardwood, 

to the newsroom, we are committed to bring more opportunity for women around the world and make sports and 

everything that surrounds it more inclusive.



WEB SOCIAL APP VIDEO TALENTPODCAST

MULTIMEDIA NETWORK
CONNECTED TV



PUSH NOTIFICATION

100,000+
Subscribers

NEWSLETTER

50,000+
Subscribers

AVG. TIME SPENT

5min 27secs

CTR

1.13%
OPEN RATE

27%

27M+

ClutchPoints is the ultimate source for the latest and most informative sports news. With over 7,000 articles published every 

month and a steadfast focus on the best SEO practices and timely alerts, we are the premier destination for sports enthusiasts. Our 

organic and search intent-based audience is unmatched, reaching over 27 million unique visitors monthly across mobile web, app, 

and desktop platforms. Trust ClutchPoints to keep you up-to-date and in-the-know when it comes to all things sports!

MONTHLY US UNIQUES

40M+
MONTHLY PAGEVIEWS

WEB



TIKTOK

4,000,000+
Followers

FACEBOOK

22,500,000+
Followers

YOUTUBE

1,000,000+
Subscribers

TWITTER/X

1,000,000+
Followers

INSTAGRAM

3,500,000+
Followers

SNAPCHAT

250,000+
Followers

ClutchPoints boasts an impressive portfolio of over 175 social-first owned and operated brands, each one tailored to a specific 

sports audience. These brands allow advertisers to engage with their target audience more effectively and efficiently, while also 

providing seamless integration options at a larger scale. With ClutchPoints, advertisers can rest assured that their campaigns will be 

seen by the right people, at the right time, and in the right way.

SOCIAL COMMUNITY

175+
OWNED AND OPERATED

40M+
MONTHLY AVERAGE UNIQUES



Our mobile app is the ultimate tool for staying ahead of the game. With a personalized feed, real-time updates, in-

depth analysis, and expert opinions, you'll have everything you need to make informed decisions. Experience 

exclusive content right in the palm of your hand. Get ready to take your knowledge to the next level.

400,000+
Total App Subscribers

98,000+
Monthly Active Users

2min 32sec
Avg. Session Time

MOBILE APP

THE NUMBERS



2024 VIDEO SLATE
ClutchPoints is a popular platform that has amassed a massive viewership by producing high-quality video content. Its content is 

diverse and covers a wide range of topics, including sports, lifestyle, gaming, and comedy. The platform has created an engaging 

and entertaining community of viewers that has contributed to over 4.7 billion views and counting. With its original and captivating 

content, ClutchPoints has become a go-to destination for people looking to stay up-to-date on the latest trends and developments 

across various areas of interest.

THE NUMBERS

4.7B
Lifetime Video Views

40M
Monthly Video Views

85%
Video Completion Rate



Introducing the ClutchPoints podcast network, your go-to source for the latest sports news, insights, stories, and 

opinions. Join our expert hosts as they break down the latest games, analyze player performances, and share their 

predictions for the season ahead. With exclusive interviews and behind-the-scenes access, the ClutchPoints 

podcast is the ultimate destination for true sports fans. Tune in now on all major podcast platforms and stay ahead of 

the game with ClutchPoints.

THE NUMBERS

50,000+
Monthly Downloads

10,000+
Monthly Listens

500,000+
Monthly Views

80%
Completion Rate

PODCAST SLATE



Over the last 10 years of creating content, ClutchPoints has worked with some of the most popular Influencers on 

social media along with strategic partnerships with the NBRPA, Excel Management, Overtime, and Players TV creating 

a network of wider-ranging influencers.  Talent alignment is a crucial step toward creating a successful marketing 

campaign that resonates with your target audience. We understand the power of influencer marketing and the impact 

it can have on your brand's image and reputation. By working together, we can help you reach a wider audience and 

generate authentic engagement that drives results.

TALENT



Connected TV inventory is the perfect solution for advertisers looking to reach a larger audience with a more immersive 

viewing experience. ClutchPoints creates a wide range of content available, including news, entertainment, and 

exclusive content, through its Players TV channel on YouTube TV, Sling TV, Vizio, and more! In 2024,, ClutchPoints plans 

to increase its presence on connected TV with a new app housing exclusive video content only for our subscribers. 

Whether you want to build brand awareness, drive website traffic, or increase sales, connected TV inventory can help you 

achieve your advertising goals.

THE NUMBERS

10M+
Monthly Impressions

90%
Completion Rate

CONNECTED TV



80+ VIDEOS 1000+ 
ARTICLES

1500+ 
GRAPHICS150+ MEMES

WEEKLY PRODUCTION



Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

🏈 College 
Football Playoffs

🏈 NFL Playoffs 
& Super Bowl

🏀🎓🤾 NCAA 
March Madness

⚾ MLB Season ⛳ The Masters, 
PGA Tour
🏀 NBA Playoffs

🏒 NHL Playoffs 
and Finals

🏈 NFL Draft

🥊 Wrestlemania 🏁 Indy 500

🎾🤾 French Open, 
Wimbledon, US Open
🎓 Juneteenth

👕🤾 ESPYs

🏀 NBA Tip-Off

⚾ MLB All-Star

🎓 Back to School

🏈 NFL Kickoff
🏈🕹 Fantasy Football 
Season

⚾ MLB World 
Series

🏒 NHL Season 
Begins

🌎 Thanksgiving 
& Holidays

🌎🕹 Black Friday & 
Cyber Monday

🏀🏈 NBA/NFL 
Christmas Games

🏈🎓 College Football 
Bowl Season

🤾 Women’s 
History Month

🎓 Black History 
Month

🎓 HBCU 
Homecoming

🥊 Survivor Series ⏮ End-of-Year 
Recap

💪 Dry January 
and Fitness Guide

❄ Winter X-
Games

🏀 WNBA Begins

🏁 Kentucky 
Derby

2024 TENTPOLES

⚽ MLS Kickoff

🏆 Award Season

🌎  Hispanic Heritage 
Celebration

☀ Summer 
Olympics

🎓 HBCU 
Coronation

🥊 Summer Slam

☀ Summer X-
Games

💻 CES

🎥 SXSW24

🏈 CFB Kickoff

🏀 CBB Tip-Off



BRAND STUDY REAL-TIME 
CAPABILITIES CUSTOM CONTENT PROGRAMMATIC ON-THE-GROUND

CAPABILITIES



BRAND STUDY
Our brand study capabilities utilize various tools, including Facebook Community, YouTube Community, and Civic 
Science, to directly engage with our audience.  

Through these tools, we can determine the level of affinity a brand has within our audience, establish baseline data, and 
measure any increase in brand recognition post-campaign by organically surveying users.  

Our brand study methods require a minimum of six weeks to produce statistically relevant data, and they provide added value 
to our clients.



REAL-TIME CAPABILITIES
Our team provides content before and after sporting events, along with real-time updates during the games. With our 

live tune-in feature, you can follow the events through social media, live score updates, push notifications, or live 

streaming, giving you instant access to your favorite sports teams and games. Whether you're a passionate fan or just looking 

to stay up-to-date with the latest scores, our real-time sports updates will keep you informed and in the know.



CUSTOM CONTENT
Whether you want to create engaging blog posts, informative videos, or eye-catching social media graphics, custom-

branded content lets you showcase your brand's personality and values in a friendly and relatable way. By crafting 

content that addresses your audience's needs and interests, you can build trust and establish long-lasting relationships with 

your customers. ClutchPoints can help deliver on that with its best-in-class and efficient production services!



PROGRAMMATIC
ClutchPoints.com provides the highest quality of performing display and video pre-roll inventory to its brand partners 

with managed services.  Partners who wish to activate campaign buys through programmatic channels can do so with PMP’s 

(Private Market Place) deal ID’s or Programmatic Guaranteed activations.  All inventory runs on ClutchPoints.com’ s 

O&O properties.  24 Hour Display Takeovers can be activated with Programmatic Guaranteed buy types bringing more 

efficiency to high SOV programs.



ON-THE-GROUND
Experience the ultimate sports event companion with ClutchPoints. Our platform enables you to execute seamless on-site 

events and enjoy real-time updates on scores, player stats, and other important information. Connect with fellow 

sports enthusiasts, engage in lively discussions, and make the most of your brand experience with ClutchPoints!



PARTNER WITH US
CONTENT 

AMPLIFICATION
SPONSORSHIP 
INTEGRATION

DISPLAY AND 
PRE-ROLL

BRANDED 
CONTENT

PODCAST & 
VIDEO

TALENT 
ALIGNMENT



CASE STUDIES



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

Challenge
Paramount+ aimed to expand brand awareness and lift as a premier 
destination for live sports and entertainment while driving subscriptions to its 
streaming platform.

Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints aligned Paramount+ through tune-in editorial and custom 
social posts to our highly engaged audiences across ClutchPoints.com, 
Facebook, and Instagram. Through these pieces of content, consumers could 
learn about programming on Paramount+ and drive strong conversation 
ratios to qualified audiences.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Total Reach: 2,500,000 
Engagement Rate: 3.3% 
Conversion Ratio: 2% 
Avg. Conversion Value: $35 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
CTR: .10% 
Viewability: 70%

BRANDED CONTENT, 
SOCIAL AMPLIFICATION



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

CUSTOM CONTENT Challenge
Drive awareness and purchase intent for the Canelo Alvarez vs 
Jermell Charlo SHOWTIME Pay-Per-View.  Highlight this epic match 
up by targeting avid and casual fans of boxing and combat sports 
through custom content and high impact media that directly speaks 
to the ClutchPoints audience.

Solution

Impact

Leading up to the fight on 9/30, ClutchPoints created exclusive 
custom shorts highlighting and featuring both fighters and their loyal 
fanbase.  All shorts drove to purchase the SHOWTIME Pay-Per-View 
fight. 

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Video Views/Impressions: 1,854,656 
Engagement Rate: 0.67%



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

SOCIAL 
AMPLIFICATION

Challenge
As part of Doritos’ Amplify Black Voices initiative, highlight “7 
Doritos Changemakers” who are creatives making a 
difference in the black community.

Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints drove awareness of the 7 “Doritos 
Changemakers” by leveraging its digital video and social 
platforms to engage with the black demo audience.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Social Amplification Impressions Target: 6,000,000 
Engagement Rate: 1.35% 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
Engagement Rate: 1%

7 days. 7 Black Changemakers. 

Here's our first CLUTCHMAKER.

--

It’s all about giving back to your community. 
@Doritos is committed to supporting Black 
Changemakers by providing resources and a 
platform to further their missions and deepen 
their impact. Learn more about 
[Changemaker] and other 
#SolidBlack21Changemakers by clicking the 



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

BRANDED CONTENT Challenge

Amplify BodyArmor’s goal of establishing the brand as a 
champion of equity in sports for women.

Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints highlighted BodyArmor’s new “One More” 
campaign through leveraging talent in branded content and 
social posts.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Page Views: 13,777 
Time Spent: 00:01:20 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
Page Views: 10,252 
Time Spent: 00:01:00



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

VIDEO PRE-ROLL Challenge

Solution

Impact

McDonald's leveraged ClutchPoints video inventory to deliver 
it's pre-roll creative in a premium cross-platform environment.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Delivery: 105% 
Viewability: 91% 
VCR: 80% 
CTR: 0.15%

Regenerate QPC momentum, drive penetration and shift sales 
to larger burgers through premium ClutchPoints Network 
video placements across desktop and mobile platforms.



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

BRANDED CONTENT, 
SOCIAL AMPLIFICATION

Challenge
Apple TV+ aimed to drive brand awareness for MLS Season Pass, showcase 
exclusive access to live and on-demand matches from Major League Soccer, and 
emphasize the convenience of watching games on any device. The campaign 
highlighted the ever-expanding library of content. It encouraged passionate soccer 
fans to sign up for the MLS Season Pass on Apple TV to experience the excitement 
of every match.

Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints highlighted key news stories surrounding the MLS season 
alongside MLS Season Pass messaging through editorial and social posts 
to our highly engaged audiences across ClutchPoints.com, Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter. 

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Click to Conversion Ratio: 8.12% 

Engagement Rate: 8%



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

BRANDED CONTENT Challenge
Increase awareness of the theatrical release of Dungeons & Dragons: Honor 

Among Thieves to drive movie ticket sales to all sports fans.

Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints created two highly engaging custom video shorts featuring 

household-name NBA players and movie characters that exceeded 

benchmarks for engagement and time spent. 

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Video Views: 1,420,414 
Engagement Rate: 8.16% 
Time Spent: 00:02:37 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
Engagement Rate: 1% 
Time Spent: 00:01:00



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

PRE-ROLL & SOCIAL 
AMPLIFICATION

Challenge
Deliver targeted ROS pre-roll against audience segments at 
scale to non-Disney Plus subscribers for brand awareness 
and conquest.

Solution

Impact

Ingest Disney’s 1st party audience segments within 
ClutchPoints’ ad capabilities to serve their ad creative against 
non-subscribers.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
VCR: 80% 
CTR: .42% 
Viewability: 78% 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
VCR: .70% 
CTR: .3% 
Viewability: 70%



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

BRANDED CONTENT Challenge
Educate fans on Movies Anywhere’s value offering and 
services for collecting movie titles and reach movie 
enthusiasts in non-endemic audiences.

Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints created content that highlighted movies anywhere 
features while promoting movies ClutchPoints fans nominated as 
one the best movies in its movie category. Content included custom 
social posts, explainer videos and articles.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Pageviews: 129,296 
Time Spent: 00:02:25 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
Pageviews: 10,252 
Time Spent: 00:01:00



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

PRE-ROLL Challenge
Deliver targeted media against ford 1st party audience 
segments at scale to support the Ford EcoSport.

Solution

Impact

Ingest Ford’s 1st party audience segments within 
ClutchPoints’ ad capabilities to serve their ad creative against.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Engagement Rate: 1.35% 
VCR: 85% 
Viewability: 90% 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
Engagement Rate: 1% 
VCR: 70% 
Viewability: 75%



CASE STUDY: Product Awareness Campaign

CUSTOM CONTENT Challenge
Drive awareness and purchase intent for the new EA Sports FC24: 
EA SPORTS FC™.  Highlight the game’s platform as home to the 
biggest competitions, leagues, and players across the men's and 
women's game through a custom short speaking directly to the 
ClutchPoints audience.

Solution

Impact

During a campaign flight of 9/6/23 - 9/13/23, ClutchPoints 
created a custom short talking about EA Sports FC to build 
intrigue and awareness to the game’s new branding.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Video Views: 446,000 
Impressions: 575,000 
VCR: 78% 
Engagement Rate: 4%



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

SOCIAL 
AMPLIFICATION

Challenge
Drive viewership of Nike’s film to celebrate Kobe Bryant’s 
legacy on his birthday.

Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints highlighted Nike’s new “Better Forever” Kobe 
legacy campaign through highly engaged social platforms - 
Facebook, Instagram, X (Twitter), & TikTok.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Video Views target: 1,000,000 
Video Views Delivered: 1,058,895 
Engagement Rate: 12.68% 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
Engagement Rate: 3.5%



CASE STUDY: Product Awareness Campaign

BRANDED CONTENT Challenge
To highlight and drive utilization of FuboTV streaming service 
within the sports vertical.

Solution

Impact

During a campaign flight of 10/1/22 - 10/31/22, ClutchPoints 
integrated FuboTV’s brand and product features into search 
based organic articles during the NBA season tip off in 2022. 

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Total Clicks: 3,799 
Total Sign-ups: 3,395 
Ave. Order Value: $56.73 
Article Pageviews: 100,035 
Article Time Spent 00:00:52 



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

BRANDED CONTENT + 
SOCIAL AMP

Challenge
Highlight and promote the availability of NBA’s City Jerseys 
on Fanatics.com. To help drive purchase intent and sales of 
the exclusive NBA City Jerseys.

Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints highlighted each of the different NBA City Jerseys 
available on Fanatics to their highly engaged audience across 
ClutchPoints.com, Facebook, Instagram and X (Twitter) during a 
campaign flight of 11/1/22 - 11/30/22. 

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Total Number of Purchases: 234 
Total Sales: $28,415.97 
Ave. Order Value: $121.43 
Article Pageviews: 9,613 
Article Time Spent 00:03:42



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

Challenge
Frank’s Red Hot Sauce wanted to be top of mind during the 
game time snacking at scale with sports fans adjacent to the 
Super Bowl tentpole.

Solution

Impact

Amplify McCormick’s Frank’s Red Hot tentpole brand initiative 
around the super bowl through premiere placements across 
ClutchPoints’ desktop and mobile platforms.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
CTR: .17% 
Viewability: 81% 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
CTR: .10% 
Viewability: 70%

DISPLAY MEDIA



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

BRANDED CONTENT Challenge
Amplify Las Vegas as a must-visit destination during key 
sports moments to key demos.

Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints highlighted Visit Las Vegas latest campaign through 
leveraging insider party destinations in branded content, social 
posts, and targeted paid amplification to Los Angeles, Phoenix, San 
Diego, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco, Atlanta, Denver, Houston, 
Minneapolis-St. Paul, New York, Seattle.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Pageviews: 129,296 
Time Spent: 00:02:25 

CLUTCHPOINTS BENCHMARKS: 
Pageviews: 10,252 
Time Spent: 00:01:00



CASE STUDY: Awareness Campaign

BRANDED CONTENT Challenge
In partnership with Rutgers University Football, Miller Lite 
wanted to bring more foot traffic to its game-day beer garden 
experience while extending the awareness of the Miller Lite 
beer brand among college football enthusiasts.
Solution

Impact

ClutchPoints leveraged its traveling video/audio podcast show as the format to 
solicit former NFL and Rutgers University football player standout Kenny Britt.  

This was aided with the ClutchPoints street team working its way to the tailgate 
areas to make aware of the beer garden and special guest who would be 
attending. Eligible guests would receive ClutchPoints and Miller Lite swag as 
well.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Pageviews: 113,777 
Social Impressions: 1,216,417 
Video Views: 500,682 
Engagement: 10.8% 
Foot Traffic: 172

Rutgers Standout Kenny Britt  Shares His Miller 
Lite Moment

Rutgers Standout Kenny Britt  Shares His Miller Lite Moment

103K views 2 months ago



CASE STUDY: Editorial Sponsorship

360 INTEGRATED 
MARKETING

Challenge
Highlight FanDuel as the premiere sports betting partner of 
ClutchPoints by promoting FanDuel’s services, and 
promotions while driving fans to sign up for a FanDuel account 
and make their first bet.
Solution

Impact

Strategic category exclusive partnership that leverages 
technological integrations and amplifies partner O&O content 
while delivering on media goals.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Conversions-to-date: 2,817 

Avg. Sales Value Per Deposits-to-date: $87



CASE STUDY: Product Awareness Campaign

PODCAST 
SPONSORSHIP

Challenge
Drive awareness and purchase intent for the Factor Meal Kit 
subscriptions. Highlight the subscription platform as a go-to meal kit 
for consumers who are looking for a healthy lifestyle without the 
mess of cooking their own meals.

Solution

Impact

During a campaign flight of 8/1/23 - 11/30/23, ClutchPoints aligned 
Factor Meal Kits with one of its highly engaged podcasts, Stache 
Club to build awareness and drive purchase intent amount an 
affluent millennial male audience.

CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE: 
Video Views: 127,353 
Downloads/Listens: 70,290 
VCR: 85% 
Engagement Rate: 4%



APPENDIX
EXECUTIONS



BILLBOARD 970x250
Overview
The Billboard is a premium unit as part of the 
UAP that remains fully expanded until collapsed 
by the user.  

The added benefit of this unit is that it does not 
automatically collapse like pushdown units, 
providing a powerful branding opportunity. 

The billboard space allows for a large user-
initiated video (3p served). 

This ad is available only on the large screen 
profile; XL, M, and S will be served alternate 
units.

BILLBOARD



LEADERBOARD 728x90
Overview
The Leaderboard is a standard ad unit that 
appears prominently under the navigation bar or 
within the content space. 

The banner space may contain video (3p 
serving), HTML5 animation, and static images. 

Creative must be supplied for all four 
breakpoints.

LEADERBOARD



MEDIUM RECTANGLE 300x250
Overview
Also known as a Big Box is a standard 300x250 
ad unit that appears further down the page 
alongside content. 

This unit typically appears in the rightmost 
column of page content for larger screen 
profiles. 

The in-content space may contain video (3p 
serving),HTML5 animation, and static images.

MEDIUM 
RECTANGLE



LEADERBOARD

MOBILE LEADERBOARD 320x50
Overview
The Mobile Leaderboard runs on mobile web 
and mobile-in-app inventory through the 
ClutchPoints network. 

HTML5: 40kb file size (zipped) + backup (40kb 
unzipped), external load max 150kb 
Static: 40kb file size unzipped 
Optimized for high res. Retina displays



IN-STREAM PRE-ROLL 640x360
Overview
Video pre-roll runs through the ClutchPoints 
network in front of short and long form content. 

Frames: 15-30s 
Aspect ratio: 16:9 
Codecs: h.264/aac, mpeg4 
4mb file size.  

Unless the video is transcoded at the media 
agency side. In that case max 100 mb.

IN-STREAM PRE-ROLL


